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Aven, Heather M.

From: noreply@cob.org on behalf of City of Bellingham <noreply@cob.org>

Sent: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 8:59 AM

To: G.Proj.City View

Subject: Public Comment -Brian McNitt, Bellingham resident and business owner

Attachments: Public Comment - 158.pdf
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City of Bellingham 
Public Comment 

 
 

 

 

Entry Details 

NAME Brian McNitt, Bellingham resident and business 
owner 

CHOOSE TOPIC CityView Project  

COMMENT Until there is a cure for COVID-19 the City of 
Bellingham has an important role to play. It is time to 
pause the development and occupancy of new multi 
family, multiunit dwellings within the city. Else, this is 
how COVID-19 is allowed to spread. Please, City of 
Bellingham, pause these permits and put the safety 
of the City of Bellingham first. 

EMAIL bdmcnitt@gmail.com 

 

  

 

 

 



CityView SEPA Environmental Checklist 
 
The comments below are keyed to the numbered topics on the SEPA Environmental Checklist submitted 
by the developer. There are significant deficiencies in the responses to that checklist. Although I have 
provided some basic comments to these several topic, some will be covered at length in other 
comments emanating from the working group of Puget and Samish Neighborhoods.   
 
 
A11 Description of Proposal.  Describing this dormitory complex as “+/-106 multi-family dwelling units” 
is a disingenuous statement designed to obscure the fact that this is, in fact, a dormitory project in 
which rooms (all with separate baths) will be rented separately.  To characterize this complex of 
buildings otherwise does not square with reality.   
 
B1d Unstable soils.  There are apparently tilting trees on the steep slope indicating possible slides in the 
past although this in not mentioned in the arborist’s report.  Moreover, the presence of debris from the 
construction of Puget St. and other dumping that has taken place along that road over the decades, 
points to an unstable mass held together by blackberry bushes and a relatively new growth tree stand.  
 
B1h Standard measures for erosion control  - what does this mean? Insider language means nothing to 
the public.  The respondent should outline specifically the measures to be taken.  The developer’s notion 
of “standard” may be incorrect. 
 
B3c (1). Water Runoff – The hill on the east of the property is, for all intents and purposes, a sieve.   The 
wetlands are either going to get starved or hosed out by vaults that inevitably store toxic runoff from 
whatever car drippings and garbage the residents leave in the parking lots.  Predictably, the vaults will 
overflow occasionally, as they are designed to and must.  What then for the homes along Nevada and 
Marionberry Court?  The vaults likely will never be cleaned unless the city is extremely conscientious 
about code compliance after a permit of occupancy has been granted.  What are the guarantees? 
 
B5a. Animals.  The respondent says deer only.  This is a sloppily crafted response by someone who 
appears to know little about the area while checking off a box on a form. There are also racoon, fox, 
bobcat, coyotes, eagles, and nesting hawks.  This is also a wildlife corridor stretching all along Samish 
Ridge down to Lakeway and over to Padden Lake that the developer does not recognize in this 
checklist.  What are the mitigating actions to be taken by the developer as the land is cleared?  
 
B7b.    Environmental Health   - The respondent concentrates on the short term noise of the 
construction period and omits long term noise from 300+ young dormitory residents with vastly 
differing schedules than the existing family neighborhood. Constant traffic noise, car doors banging, 
weekend/evening social gatherings.  Additionally, what is described as “common usable space of 1 acre 
+/-“ is manifestly mis-placed along the western border of the property in the backyards of the homes on 
Nevada and Marionberry Ct.  Picnic tables, benches, space for recreation invite gatherings and noise 
that will be a constant drip, drip of audible assault to all the homeowners in perpetuity. 
 
B14 Transportation - 
   c.  Parking of 249 spaces for 318 dormitory renters is minimally about 70 short.  The fact that this 
planned number (249) exceeds the city’s parking requirement is only because the requirement is 
unrealistically low to begin with.  There is no supporting evidence to the proffered myth that 3 renters 

https://www.cob.org/Documents/planning/boards-commissions/planning-commission/city-view/cityview-SEPA-checklist.pdf


per unit will result in reduced numbers of automobiles and that dormitory occupants will choose not to 
have cars or walk.  These are not family units. Where are the studies on similar apartment dormitory 
buildings indicating that this assumption is true?  Moreover, what about overflow guest parking for 
families of renters, parties, other gatherings?  The only available parking spots are then along 
Consolidation, Marionberry, Nevada, 44th St. or other creative choices elsewhere in the neighborhood. 
Likewise, the existence of the fire/emergency equipment exit/entrance cut between two of the homes 
on Nevada St. will invite pedestrian use to access the dormitory complex unless the road is adequately 
fenced/gated.  Even then insouciant or intoxicated guests may well attempt access through the adjacent 
private properties. 
 
    f.  Vehicle use from this dormitory complex will differ widely based on the schedules of students 
whose classes range from early morning to well into the evening.  Their activities also comprise trips to 
and from job locations that do not coincide with the “9-5 schedules” of those around the dormitory 
buildings.  These renters are not families/couples etc. in an average apartment complex but 318 
dormitory dwellers.  One cannot use the normal traffic generation tables to calculate the comings and 
goings of students and thereby judge the effects.   
 
Environmental Elements 
3 c2 Water Runoff   How is it that waste materials cannot enter ground or surface waters?  No 
statement is made regarding the means of prevention only that it cannot happen.   
 
 
Regards, 
 
Dick Conoboy 
Member, Puget Neighborhood 
    Preservation Work Group 
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Aven, Heather M.

From: keith m moore <keithm@vt.edu>

Sent: Tuesday, May 5, 2020 9:42 AM

To: G.Proj.City View

Subject: CityView - 4413 Consolidation Avenue: Comments on Application

It appears that there has been some improvement in the design since this project was presented last year. 

However, the concentration of population that only has narrow backstreets for going and coming is still a major 

issue. Mitigation of the high-volume traffic in the neighborhood is required or else there will be recurring costs 

for the city. 

1. Some 249 cars/trucks are expected in the parking lot – that is a lot without wider streets. Additional 

design reflection is needed to address the safety concerns created by this development.  Vehicle 

circulation in the local neighborhood will otherwise be a recurring problem requiring increased city 

attention.  

2. If, as some have suggested, there will be three independent persons per apartment, then 249 vehicle 

parking space may not be enough, and parking along narrow side streets will increase. 

One approach to the problem of density would be to promote the CityView project as a bicycling center. Some 

additional change would need to be made: 

3. Currently, only 54 vehicle parking spaces have been allocated for bicycles. Given that most trips (to the 

university, shopping and work) will be well within 2 miles, this is a serious underestimate of the needed 

spaces for the type of vehicles (i.e., bicycles, scooters, etc.) appropriate for those trips.  

4. Given that 10-14 bicycles can be parked in a single car/truck space, a re-apportionment of parking seems 

in order. Parking for an additional 200 bikes could be built within the current space design with only the 

loss of 20 car/truck parking spaces. 

5. I do not see any bicycle parking in the current plans. Bicycle parking should be easily accessible – not 

hidden behind a dumpster as has been done elsewhere.  

6. Bicycle parking spaces should be: 

a. Near building doors 

b. Well lighted 

c. Covered against rain 

d. Designed for secure locking 

 



RECEIVED

Mr. Rick  Sepler

Director,  City  Planning  and  Community  Development

City  Hall

210 Lottie  Street

Bellingham,  WA  98225

MAY 0 5 2020

City of Belllngham

Planning & Community Development

CC.  Kathy  Bell, Senior  Planner

Date:  May  4, 2020

Re: CityView  Revised  Development  Application

The revised and updated information  submitted on February 26, 2020 for the CityView dormitory

complex  development  application  did not change the nature of this project and its negative
impacts on the neighboring  single family homes.

CityView dormitory  complex  continues to be based on the business model of renting by the room,

resulting in adding 3"l8 renters and corresponding  number  of vehicles to a quiet and well-kept

neighborhood. The height and location of the proposed buildings, while skirting the City's

restrictions,  remain a massive,  out-of-proportion  and out-of-character  development  for the
neighborhood.

With its 5.5-stories,  Building C is built at an elevation of 340 feet and top at 410 feet above  sea

level. To the west  and in front of Building C, Building B is 2.5-stories  built at an elevation  of 300

feet and topped at 340 feet above sea level. Despite the developer's  claim, there is no possible

transition from the 1- and 2-stories  homes (built at a level around 150-180  feet) to this massive

wall of buildings ranging from 300 feet to 410 feet. No mature native trees will be dense  enough

nor tall enough to soften this abrupt edge, The CityView developer  continues  to go blatantly

against the City's principle of "softening  the edge by creating a forested  hillside" and to insult  the

neighborhood's  quality  of  tife.

The neighborhood continues to oppose the CityView development.  The revised application  did

not make any material changes  to lessen its environmental  and qualitative impacts.  As a

neighborhood, we re-submit  the 157 signatures  opposing this CityView dormitory  complex

development.  We request  the City Planning to bring forth its resolve and resource  to reject this
application.

Concerned  Residents  of  the Puget  Neighborhood



Rick Sepler,  Director  of Planning  and Community  Development
Cc: Kathy  Bell, Senior  Planner

City Hall

210 Lottie  Street,
Bellingham.  WA 98225

Date. August  8, 2019
Re. City View  Development  Application

The Hawley Tract development proposed by Mr. Morgan Bartlett, known as City View, has troubled
many residents of the Puget Neighborhood.  As a neighborhood, we strive to maintain a good  qualityof life, safety, and to protect our property and its value.  As a community,  we support  the City  of
Bellingham's Infill Toolkit to help prevent urban sprawl and protect precious natural resources  in
Whatcom County. Hence, we collaborated  with the Clty in the development  of the PugetNeighborhood Plan and we rely on the City to uphold and honor  this  Plan.

While circumventing a few issues from the 2013  University Ridge  proposal  for  the same  site, the City
View proposal imposes similar  and additional adverse  impacts to the neighborhood.  This  proposed
apartment building-136  units  with  408  rentable  rooms  and 395 parking  spaces,  is one huge  long
building  landed  in the midst  of peaceful  single-family  homes.  Its six-story  building  is out of proportionand out of character  with  the over  160  one-  and two-story  homes  within  500  feet  of its property  lines
A proposed  roof-top  common  area  will add noise,  potentially  late into  the night,  disturbing  thetranquility long enloyed  in this  neighborhood.  Adding  395 vehicles  will  stress  the existing
neighborhood streets and their connections  to the arterials,  resulting  in traffic  delay  and potentialhazards.

The undersigned  residents  of the Puget  Neighborhood  are concerned  about  this  proposed
development  and its employed  permit  application  process.  We  implore  the  City  Planning  to act onthe  following

1 A comprehensive  traffic  study,  during  the WWU  academic  year,  that  includes  Nevada,
Consolidation, Bryon,  Ashley,  Elwood  and their  connections  into  the  area's  arterials-Lincoln
Samish,  Lakeway  etc. This  study  should  also  include  where  side-walks  and signage  are
needed  to ensure  the safety  of neighborhood  walkers,  yard-playing  children  and drivers

2 A drainage  and stormwater  plan  to assure  the size of the building  and its large  impervious
footprint  will not cause  flooding  and water-seepage  into the crawl  space  of homes  in the low-
ying area.

3 . A soil stability  engineering  test,  proportional  to the height,  size  and  footprint  of the
development  with  respect  to the varying  slope  of 15 to 40o/o grade  and the clearing  of the
existing  dense  vegetations

These  studies  and tests  should  be subject  to an independent  professional  evaluation  as needed.

The Puget  Neighborhood  requests  that  the City Planning  holds  a special  review  of the results  on
these  issues  to allay  residents'  concerns  before  acting  on the developer's  application.  As concerned
residents  of this Neighborhood,  we respect  the City Planning's  professionalism  and its goal  of
improving  the vitality  and quality  of life in Bellingham.  As a neighborhood  we work  hard  to ach'ieve
the same  goal. Hence,  we implore  the City  to act on the behalf  of these residents.
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Respectively,

Printed  Name Address
Signature
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Respectively,



Printed  Name Address
Signature
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Respectively,

Printed Name IAddress  I
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Rick Sepler,  Director  of Planning  and Community  Development
Cc: Kathy  Bell, Senior  Planner

City Hall
210 Lottie  Street,
Bellingham,  WA  98225

Date:  August  8, 2019
Re  City View  Development  Application

The Hawley  Tract  development  proposed  by Mr. Morgan  Bartlett,  known  as City  View,  has troubledmany  residents  of the Puget  Neighborhood.  As a neighborhood,  we strive  to maintain  a good  qualityof life, safety,  and to protect  Our property  and its value.  As a community,  We support  the City ofBellingham's Infill Toolkit to help  prevent urban sprawl and protect precious  natural  resources  inWhatcom  County.  Hence,  we collaborated  with the City  in the development  of the PugetNeighborhood  Plan and we rely  on the City  to uphold  and honor  this  Plan.

While  circumventing a few  issues  from  the 2013  University Ridge  proposal  for  the same  site, the CityView  proposal  imposes  similar  and additional  adverse  impacts  to the neighborhood.  This  proposedapartment  building-136  units  with  408  rentable  rooms  and 395 parking  spaces,  is one huge longbuilding  landed  in the midst  of peaceful  single-family  homes.  Its six-story  building  is out of proportionand out of character with  the over  160  one-  and two-story homes  within  500  feet  of its property  lines.A proposed  roof-top  common  area  will add noise,  potentially  late into  the night,  disturbing  thetranquility  long enjoyed  in this  neighborhood.  Adding  395 vehicles  will stress  the existingneighborhood  streets  and  their  connections  to the arterials,  resulting  in traffic  delay  and potentialhazards

The undersigned  residents  of the Puget  Neighborhood  are concerned  about  this proposeddevelopment  and its employed  permit  application  process.  We implore  the  City  Planning  to act onthe following'

4. A comprehensive  traffic  study,  during  the WWU  academic  year,  that  includes  Nevada,Consolidation,  Bryon,  Ashley,  Elwood  and their  connections  into  the  area's  arterials-Lincoln,Samish,  Lakeway  etc. This  study  should  also include  where  side-walks  and signage  areneeded  to ensure  the safety  of neighborhood  walkers,  yard-playing  children  and drivers.2. A drainage  and stormwater  plan  to assure  the size of the building  and its large  imperviousfootprint  will not cause  flooding  and water-seepage  into  the crawl  space  of homes  in the low-lying area.

3. A soil stability  engineering  test, proportional to the height, size and footprint  of thedevelopment  with  respect  to the  varying  slope  of 15 to 40o/o grade  and  the clearing of theexisting  dense  vegetations.

These  studies  and tests  should  be subject  to an independent  professional  evaluation  as needed

The Puget  Neighborhood  requests  that  the City Planning  holds  a special  review  of the results onthese  iSsues to allay  residents'  concerns  before  acting  on the developer's  application.  As concernedresidents  of this Neighborhood,  we respect  the City  Planning's  professionalism  and its goal  ofimproving  the vitality  and quality  of life in Bellingham.  As a neighborhood  we work hard to achievethe same  goal. Hence,  we implore  the City to act on the behalf of these restdents
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Respectively,

Printed Name lAddress ISignature
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Respectively,

Printed  Name Address Signature
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Rick Sepler, Director of Planning and Community Development
Cc. Kathy  Bell, Senior  Planner

City Hall
210 Lottie  Street
Bellingham,  WA  98225

Date: August  8, 201 9
Re: City View  Development  Application

The Hawley Tract development  proposed by Mr. Morgan Bartlett, known as City View, has troubled
many residents of the Puget Neighborhood.  As a neighborhood, we strive to maintain a good  quality
of life, safety, and to protect our property and its value. As a community,  we support  the City  of
Bellingham's Infill Toolkit to help prevent urban sprawl and protect precious natural resources  in
Whatcom County. Hence, we collaborated  with the Clty in the development  of the Puget
Neighborhood Plan and we rely  on the City to uphold  and honor  this  Plan.

While circumventing a few issues from the 2013 University Ridge proposal for the same site, the City
View proposal imposes simiiar and additional adverse impacts to the neighborhood.  This proposed
apartment building-136  units with 408 rentable rooms and 395 parking spaces, is one huge long
building landed :n the midst of peaceful single-family  homes. Its six-story building is out of proportion
and out of character with the over 160 one- and two-story homes within 500 feet of its property lines.
A proposed roof-top common area will add noise, potentially late into the night, disturbing  the
tranquility long enjoyed in this neighborhood.  Adding 395 vehicles will stress the existing
neighborhood streets and their connections  to the arterials, resulting in traffic delay and potential
hazards.

The undersigned residents of the Puget Neighborhood are concerned about this proposed
development  and its employed  permit application process. We implore the City Planning to act on
the following

4. A comprehensive  traffic  study,  during  the WWU academic year, that includes Nevada,
Consolidation,  Bryon,  Ashley,  Elwood and their connections into the area's arterials-Lincoln,
Samish, Lakeway etc. This study should also include where side-walks  and signage are
needed  to ensure  the safety of neighborhood  walkers, yard-playing  children and drivers

2. A drainage  and stormwater  plan to assure the size of the building and its large impervious
footprint  will not cause  flooding  and  water-seepage  into the crawl space of homes in the lOl.A/-
ying  area.

3 A soil stability  engineering  test, proportional to the height, size and footprint  of the
development  with  respect  to the varying slope of 3 5 to 40o/o grade and the clearing of the
existing  dense  vegetations.

These studies and tests should be subject  to an independent professional evaluation as needed.

The Puget  Neighborhood  requests  that the City Planning holds a special review of the results on
these issues  to allay residents'  concerns  before acting on the developer's application As concerned
residents of this Neighborhood,  we respect the City Planning's professionalism and its goal of
improving  the vitality and quality of 1ife in Bellingham. As a neighborhood we work hard to achteve
the same goal. Hence, we implore the City to act on the behalf of these residents.
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Respectively,

Address
Signature  '
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Printed  Name  ' Address Signature  '
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CityView   Applicant   Response   to   
City   Issued   Notice   of   Incomplete   Application  

   (issued   on   August   10,   2019)  
 
 
 
A   review   by   the   concerned   residents   of   the   Puget   Neighborhood   of   the   following   documents,  
submitted   by   the   Madrona   Bay   Real   Estate   Investments   on   February   24,   2020:  
 

1. Preliminary   Engineering   Trail   Plan  
2. Building   Elevations   (revised)  
3. Landscaping   Plan/Conservation   Easement/Lighting   Plan   (revised)  
4. Preliminary   Storm   Report   (revised)  

 
Date:   May   6,   2020  
 
Prepared   by:  

Alan   Hui,   Ph.D.   
851   Nevada   Street,   Bellingham,   WA   98229  
Member,   Puget   Neighborhood   Preservation   Work   Group  
 
Sherry   Schafer,   MPT  
128   South   44th   Street,   Bellingham,   WA   98229  
Member,   Puget   Neighborhood   Preservation   Work   Group  
 

  

 



 

As   concerned   residents   of   the   Puget   Neighborhood,   we   implore   the   City   to   deny   the   application   of  
the   CityView   dormitory   complex.   We   further   implore   the   City   of   Bellingham   to   establish   this   platt  
for   In-fill   Housing   Toolkit   development   only,   through   a   concerted   legislative   effort   of   the   Mayor,  
Planning   Commission   and   City   Council.   So   that,   once   and   for   all,   neither   the   City   nor   the   residents  
of   the   Puget   Neighborhood   have   to   consider   another   University   Ridge-   or   CityView-like  
development   proposal   on   this   property.   
 
Neighborhood   Scale   --   Not   just   the   building   height   but   the   elevation  
The   height   of   the   proposed   buildings--Building   A   and   B   2.5-story   35   feet   tall   and   Building   C  
5.5-story   65   feet   tall,   complied   with   the   City’s   height   limit.   Unfortunately,   these   three   buildings   are  
built   at   a   steep   slope,   with   the   taller   building   located   at   an   even   higher   elevation.   Building   B   is  
closest   to   the   existing   single   family   homes   along   the   east   side   of   Nevada   Street.   It   is   built   at   300  
feet   above   sea   level.   The   top   of   this   building   is   at   340   feet.   To   the   east   of   this   building   is   Building  
C--a   5.5   story   high,   built   at   340   feet   and   tops   at   410   feet   above   sea   level.   A   view   looking   east  
towards   this   site   is   a   wall   of   buildings   110   feet   high.   In   contrast,   homes   along   this   section   of  
Nevada   Street   are   built   at   an   elevation   of   around   150-180   feet--at   least   120   feet   lower   than  
Building   B.   This   dormitory   complex   will   dwarf   the   whole   neighborhood   below,   completely   off   scale  
and   incongruent   with   this   neighborhood.  
 
No   Hillside   Forest   Transition  
No   buildings--commercial   or   residential   has   5.5   stories   east   of   I-5   in   the   Bellingham   area.   Just  
because   the   Building   C   is   65   feet   tall   and   located   beyond   the   200-feet   of   site   line   does   not   mean   it  
should   be   built.   This   proposed   5.5   stories   building   is   built   at   an   elevation   of   340   feet--over   150  
feet   towering   above   the   neighborhood   homes   west   of   Puget   Street.   At   this   imposing   elevation  
plus   its   height,   there   is   no   stand   of   native   trees   tall   enough   or   dense   enough   to   “soften   the   edge  
with   a   hillside   forest,”   prided   by   the   City   of   Bellingham.   Besides,   the   proposed   setback   and  
Common   Usable   Area   are   too   narrow   to   sustain   enough   native   trees   to   grow   to   maturity.  
 
Out   of   Proportion  
In   the   revised   CityView   dormitory   application,   the   developer   conveniently   left   out   mentioning   its  
business   model   of   renting   out   the   apartment   by   the   room.    As   in   the   original   application   (July  
2019),   each   apartment   unit   is   still   configured   with   3   bedrooms,   each   having   its   own   bathroom.   It   is  
reasonable   to   conclude   that   the   developer   intends   to   rent   out   the   apartment   by   the   room   in   a  
dormitory   style.   Within   500   feet   of   the   project   site,   there   are   about   160   single   family   homes,  
around   320   residents.   The   proposed   dormitory   complex   alone   will   add   318   residents   with   nearly  
the   same   number   of   vehicles.   One   dormitory   complex   resulting   in   doubling   of   residents   and  
vehicles   is   out   of   proportion.   This   CityView   for-profit   dormitory   complex   is   more   suited   in   an  
Urban   Village,   a   laudable   initiative   promoted   by   the   City.   CityView   dormitory   is   not   suited   in   the  
midst   of   this   neighborhood.   The   City’s   in-fill   development   toolkit,   another   laudable   initiative  
promoted   by   the   City,   would   complement   our   neighborhood   while   increasing   affordable   housing.  
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Massive,   Imposing   Concrete   wall  
 
Ten-foot   high   stamped   concrete   wall   is   massive   and   imposing   over   the   one-   and   two-story  
single-family   homes   on   the   east   side   of   Nevada   Street   and   on   Marionberry   Court.   This   massive  
wall   will   be   jarring   viewed   from   the   neighboring   homes   and   streets.   Starting   at   the   northwest   corner  
along   the   emergency   fire   lane,   dense   landscaping   and   tall   native   trees   are   needed   to   soften   the  
edge   of   the   site.  
 
Revised   Preliminary   Storm   Report  
This   revised   Storm   Report   continues   to   refer   to   the   2013   survey   prepared   for   the   University   Ridge  
proposal.   While   the   soil   profile   would   not   have   changed   since,   the   patterns   of   ground   water   running  
through   this   area   could   have.   With   the   amount   of   rainfall   we   receive   in   this   corner   of   the  
Washington   State,   ground-water   runoff   and   its   impact   on   soil   stability   should   be   a   paramount  
concern   to   the   City,   the   County   and   the   State.   A   resident   on   the   east   side   of   Nevada   Street  
reported   and   videoed   a   creek   formed   and   flooded   her   yard   this   past   winter.   
 
In   the   Revised   Site   Plan,   it   proposed   the   construction   of   a   8’   wide   gravel   trail,   connecting  
Consolidation   Avenue   with   Puget   Street.   Along   this   8’   wide   gravel   trail   is   a   set   of   walls,   ranging  
from   2’   high   to   5’,   stretching   over   80%   of   trail.   Near   the   Puget   Street   end,   this   trail   runs  
north-south.   This   section   of   the   trail   cuts   through   a   steep   slope.   As   the   report   pointed   out:  
ground-water   runs   in   a   east   to   west   direction   over   this   area   of   the   property.   One   can   anticipate   this  
section   of   the   trail   to   be   washed   off   often,   rendering   it   useless.   More   importantly,   one   can   expect   a  
large   volume   of   ground-water   forced   to   flow   in   a   SSW   direction,   channeled   towards   the   eastern  
end   of   Consolidation   Avenue.   
 
Consolidation   Avenue   is   known   to   carry   a   sheet   of   water   on   the   road   surface   during   a   heavy  
winter   rain,   overwhelming   the   storm   water   drainage   on   one   side   of   this   street,   while   rushing   off  
gravels   and   dirts   into   the   culvert   on   the   other   side.   As   configured,   this   trail   has   the   potential   to  
exacerbate   the   speed   and   volume   of   ground   water   running   towards   the   eastern   end   of  
Consolidation   Avenue.   Without   a   survey   that   is   based   on   the   proposed   site   plan,   unintended  
consequences   could   cause   harm   to   the   properties   and   lives   of   residents   downhill.   The   City   must  
require   the   developer   to   provide   a   new   survey,   accounting   for   the   impact   of   the   proposed   trail  
construction.  
 
The   Revised   Storm   Report   gives   references   to   reports   that   are   not   available   in   the   application  
package:  

1. May   2019   Wetland   Bio   Survey   report.  
2. Critical   Areas   Report,   Miller   Environment,   pending.   

 
Incompatible   Geological   Report  
In   the   August   2019   Notice   of   Incomplete   Application,   the   City   has   rejected   the   developer’s   original  
application   in   its   use   of   a   geohydrologic   report   for   the   University   Ridge   proposal.   In   the   revised  
development   application,   the   developer   continues   to   refer   to   this   incompatible   geohydrolic   study.  
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The   CityView   developer   must   obtain   a   new   geologic   study,   specifically   relevant   to   the   locations   of  
the   retaining   wall   to   the   east   of   the   project   site   and   the   location   of   the   building   sites.   The   City  
Planning   should   stipulate   the   applicant   to   use   another   professional   geological   engineering   firm   to  
perform   a   survey   specific   to   the   developer’s   Revised   Site   Plan.   Furthermore,   this   new  
geo-engineering   report   should   address   the   following,   but   not   limit   to:  
 

1. The   2013   geo-engineering   report   took   a   survey   of   7   test-pits   (TP).   TP-1   showed   seepage  
at   2.5-4   feet,   TP-2   at   3   feet,   TP-3   at   8.5-11   feet   with   moderate   caving   at   7-11   feet,   TP-7   at  
0-1.5   feet.   TP-1   &   7   are   on   parking   lots   and   TP-3   is   on   site.   Only   TP-2   is   on-site   of  
Building   C.   Again,   only   1   test   pit   is   relevant   to   one   building   --   the   tallest   one   at   that.   How  
does   this   test   pit   with   its   moderate   caving   square   with   the   height   of   Building   C?   Given   its  
height   and   length--therefore   weight   is   one   test   pit   sufficient?   What   about   test   pits   for  
Building   A   and   B?   The   CityView   developer   is   entirely   irresponsible   to   use   this   irrelevant  
geo-engineering   report   to   be   the   basis   for   this   application.   The   City   was   right   to   deny   the  
developer   the   use   of   this   report   in   August   2019.   The   City   should   demand   again   a   new  
geo-engineering   report   to   be   prepared   by   another   engineering   firm,   lest   the   City   appear   to  
be   complicit.   

 
2. The   City’s   geologic   hazard   area   map   showed   multiple   natural   groundwater   springs   on   site.  

The   new   survey   must   map   these   springs--its   entire   flow   through   the   project   site   with  
suitable   mitigation   plan   to   avoid   unintended   redirection   or   stoppage,   resulting   in   vegetation  
water-starvation   downslope   or   unwanted   accumulation   of   water   pressure.   

 
3. A   new   survey   must   include   a   geologic   hazard   analysis   of   the   top   slope   at   46th   and  

Consolidation.   This   is   the   steepest   area   on   the   project   site.   Based   on   the   new   survey,   a  
comprehensive   mitigation   plan   must   be   made   available   at   the   time   of   the   application.   The  
developer   must   demonstrate   to   the   City’s   satisfaction   that   a   sound   engineering   plan   is   in  
place   with   the   developer’s   commitment   to   address   it   at   the   time   of   the   application.  
Geologic   hazard   is   too   critical   to   be   “punted”   to   the   time   after   the   natural   environment   and  
habitat   is   bulldozed.   

 
4. The   2013   geo-engineering   report   stated   there   will   be   significant   excavation   and   placement  

of   fill   materials   during   construction   and   that   slope   control   and   stormwater   runoff   should   be  
protected.   However   the   size   of   materials   and   their   handling   was   not   addressed   in   the  
report   nor   by   the   developer   separately   with   this   application.   A   new   report   must   include   a  
professional   and   defensible   estimate   on   the   amount   of   excavation   and   fill   placement,   with  
the   developer’s   plan   to   handle   these   materials   on-site,   off-site   and   the   transfer   logistics.  
Furthermore,   the   developer   must   have   a   plan   demonstrating   how   the   handling   of  
excavation   and   placement   will   not   impact   the   wetland   and   pose   unduly   hardship   and   danger  
on   the   neighborhood.   

 
5. Replacing   the   mature   natural   habitat   with   impervious   parking   lots   for   over   200   vehicles   will  

lead   to   a   higher   level   of   toxic   stormwater   runoff   to   Lincoln   Creek   then   Bellingham   Bay.   The  
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developer   must   demonstrate   to   the   City’s   satisfaction   that   maximum   precaution   is   made   to  
allow   for   minimum   tolerable   amount   of   toxic   runoff   from   the   site.  

 
Landslide   Hazard   Areas  
According   to   the   Whatcom   County   Planning   &   Development   Services,   landslide   hazard   areas   are  
defined   as:  

Areas   throughout   the   county   where   there   is   potential   for   slope   failure   due   to   any   combination  
of   geologic   features.   These   areas   include,   but   are   not   limited   to,   areas   with   all   three   of   the  
following   characteristics:  

1. Slopes   between   15%   and   35%  
2. A   relatively   permeable   sediment   overlying   a   relatively   impermeable   sediment   or   bedrock  
3. Springs   or   ground   water   seepage.  
 

Even   though   the   2013   University   Ridge   geological   survey   on   the   soil   profile   is   inadmissible   for   the  
CityView   application,   its   findings   apply:   the   proposed   site   exhibits   all   three   of   these  
characteristics.   
 
Conclusion  
From   our   review   of   the   said   application   documents   submitted   by   the   Madrona   Real   Estate  
Investments   in   response   to   the   City’s   Notice   of   Incomplete   Application   (issued   on   August   10,  
2019),   we   believe   fundamental   and   critical   geological   engineering   survey   relevant   to   the   proposed  
CityView   site   missing   or   inadequate   to   ensure   the   City   and   its   neighbors   a   viable   and   well-planned  
construction.   Due   to   the   site’s   precarious   terrain   and   soil   profile,   there   are   too   many   environmental  
issues,   which   these   documents   have   yet   addressed.   A   large   scale   project   like   the   proposed  
CityView   should   not   be   allowed   to   go   forth   then   expect   problems   such   as   excavation   and   fill  
replacement,   stormwater   control,   wetland   protection   etc.   to   be   addressed   during   construction,   i.e.  
“on   the   fly.”  
 
We   also   believe   the   CityView   proposal   continues   to   ignore   the   City’s   requirements   for   an  
integrative   and   transitional   development   project   in   the   midst   of   well-established,   serene  
single-family   homes.   With   its   jarring   retaining   walls,   towering   building   at   340   feet   elevation,   narrow  
set-back   buffer   area,   doubling   number   of   residents   and   vehicles,   all   point   to   an   out-of-proportion  
and   out-of-scale   development,   all   in   stark   contrast   with   the   neighborhood.   The   CityView   proposal  
is   a   blatant   insult   to   the   quality   of   life   of   the   Puget   Neighborhood   homeowners.   
 
Again,   we   implore   the   City   to   deny   the   application   of   the   CityView   dormitory   complex.   Also,   we  
implore   the   City   of   Bellingham   to   set   aside   this   platt   for   In-fill   Housing   Toolkit   development   only.  
So   that,   once   and   for   all,   neither   the   City   nor   the   residents   of   the   Puget   Neighborhood   have   to  
consider   another   University   Ridge-   or   CityView-like   development   proposal   on   this   property.   
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Ms. Kathy Bell 
Senior Planner 
Planning and Community Development Department 
City of Bellingham 
210 Lottie Street 
Bellingham, WA 98225 
 
Because property owners and residents of the Puget Neighborhood, will be severely and 
negatively impacted by the CityView proposal, the following is my response to Morgan 
Bartlett’s Madrona Bay’s 2020 submittal to the City of Bellingham for the development of 
Parcel number: 3803321721750000. 
 
Development Objectives:   
Mr. Bartlett states that the overall goal is to provide safe, affordable multi-family housing.  
However, it is clear that he is creating a “boarding house” or dormitory structure that will not 
meet the need of families and especially, low-income families.    
 
While Bartlett’s proposal says this development will provide a significant option for low-income 
residents currently living without amenities and says it will address “the current short supply of 
multi-family infill housing,” it is far more likely that the development will be another student 
housing option that appeals mostly to Western’s students.  At the Lark apartment complex on 
Lincoln, nearly all (95+%) of the three-bedroom apartments, (with a bathroom attached to each 
bedroom) are rented to Western Washington University students.  Current rent estimates of 
$800-$900/month, per bedroom would put the cost of renting one of these apartments far out 
of reach of low-income families; however, it will definitely attract college students with means.  
It is noted that Bartlett’s new proposal has removed any wording that might point to this fact.  
Plopping a college-based dormitory unit in the middle of a neighborhood surrounded by single 
family homes is not good growth management in any neighborhood.  It is simply in-fill for the 
sake of increasing density at the expense of the neighborhood and families who live in the area. 
 
Two-bedroom apartments in the Puget Neighborhood are currently renting from approximately 
from $1,200/month.  A three-bedroom CityView apartment will rent from $2,700 per month.  If 
Bartlett legitimately wants to build “apartments” for low-income families, the layout design 
needs to remove the attached bathrooms to each bedroom, decrease bedroom space, increase 
the living space and provide one bathroom.  CityView is nothing more than a college dormitory.    
 
 
Project Narrative 
While the proposed project has been revised to include three buildings rather than one large 
building, I am absolutely appalled that the revised CityView submittal still has a six-story 
apartment building as part of the development plan, Building C.  This building of six floors (66-
feet in height), is completely out of place with the culture and character of the Puget 
Neighborhood.  There are no other six-story residential apartment buildings in the Puget 
Neighborhood, other than the Lark, (another student dormitory complex on Lincoln Street).  In 



fact, all the homes surrounding the proposed development are single-family homes of one and 
two stories.  Building a six-story structure in the Puget Neighborhood is like locating a building 
that is twice the height of City Hall in our neighborhood. 
 
This building will in fact, be visible from Puget, Nevada, and Consolidation Streets and many 
other streets in the Puget and surrounding neighborhoods.  While it may or may not actually 
obstruct views from Puget St., light and noise pollution will be significant from both Puget and 
Nevada Streets and others streets in the neighborhood, which is not addressed by the 
developer.  If CityView is constructed, the building will be visible even from Interstate-5 and 
most likely, from many more locations in town.  It will dominate the view looking up the hill.  
The building is 353-feet in length, as long as Civic football field, including the track.  It will not 
enhance neighborhood character, nor preserve it as required by Framework Land Use Goal 
(FLU1) in the Comprehensive Plan.  (See aerial photo of the proposed site) It will in fact, destroy 
the character of our neighborhood. 
 
Currently, “BMC 20.38 contains no expressed height standards except for buildings located 
within 200 feet of a residential zone that is not designated “Planned.” The Planning Director 
may instead, impose a height restriction if it is necessary, to protect neighboring properties, 
conforming with existing development and the comprehensive plan.  The building proposed by 
CityView is approximately 65 feet in height, far taller than the surrounding one-and two-story 
homes.  The impacts for noise simply cannot be mitigated with vegetation when sound travels 
both uphill and down.   
 
Site Plan 
In addressing the site plan, I will be responding to some elements of the City of Bellingham’s 
Notice of Incomplete Application (August, 2019) which Mr. Bartlett has included, with his 
response, in his submittal.   
 
Critical Areas 

1. Geohazard Study:  The city of Bellingham required that a new geohazard study for 
CityView proposal be accomplished, prior to resubmitting a revised plan as an action 
item.  Clearly, this requirement has not been met.  The former geohazard study was 
done in 2013, for the University Ridge development.  A new cover letter on the 2013 
document does not meet this requirement.  A new, survey with several additional drill-
test to deeper depth, needs to be accomplished in certain areas of the property.  The 
2013 geohazard study for University Ridge included only seven drill tests on the entire 
property.  Because portions of the property are designated as wet lands, more drill-tests 
need be conducted in several areas other than where the tests previously done on the 
property.  The north-end of the property was never test-drilled in the 2013 geohazard 
survey. 
 

2. Drainage Flow:  The City required the description of the drainage flow in the 
Consolidation right-of-way.  Mr. Bartlett appears to have addressed this issue; however, 
we have significant drainage issues on the very north end of the property that have not 



been addressed.  These drainage issues are particularly evident when it rains 
throughout the winter months.  There are trees at the north end of the property where 
they are leaning “down-hill” because of the instability of the soil.   This is where a proper 
and more extensive geohazard study would be helpful.  Mr. Bartlett states that he does 
not think drainage on the north-end of the property is an issue.   
 

3. Tree Retention:  While Mr. Bartlett seems to have met the basic request for the tree 
retention plan, I have concerns that of the approximately 50% of remaining trees, a 
percentage of them are likely to become destabilized, as described by Patrick Sullivan, 
Certified Arborist.  He suggests removing all but six of the largest Douglas Firs to remain 
on the property.  He also states, “If the City wants all of these trees retained, the trees 
should be monitored on an annual or semi-annual basis once construction begins.”  Will 
the city or the developer be responsible for these initial and on-going inspections?   
 
I also have concerns about Mr. Sullivan’s advice to remove most of the trees behind the 
homes on the East side of Nevada.  This will result in little to no buffer for privacy with 
the proposed open-space, trail, benches and picnic areas that are to built instead.  The 
existing trees slated for removal, will result in more noise and light pollution along 
Nevada residences.  Bartlett’s proposal shows that he will plant trees along the western 
boundary of the “open space;” however, he will be removing the conifers that are 
currently there and replacing them with primarily deciduous trees--that are leafless for 
six or seven months of the year.  This significantly impairs residential privacy and will 
increase light and noise pollution and simply does not address privacy and noise issues. 
 

4. Planned Development:  The city required Mr. Bartlett to show the required yards of 
“setback” in his proposal, consistent with BMC 20.38.050 (B)(7).  In fact, the revised 
submittal did not meet this request as he, once again shows a setback of 25 feet on his  
site map renderings. 
 

5. Parking Location and Design:  The City has required that no parking spaces be located in 
the front, side or side-flanking yards.  The proposal still has parking spaces adjacent to 
lower Nevada and Marionberry Ct. at the north end of the property.  These parking 
spaces need to be relocated.  There is another issue with the proposed parking plan.  In 
this dormitory/apartment setting where three unrelated students are cohabitating one 
in one unit, it is more likely that all three students will be upper-classmen who all of 
whom, own cars.  The industry standard of 1.5 spaces/per unit is woefully inadequate to 
meet the need.  Overflow parking will spill out into the immediate neighborhood.  If the 
apartments were truly being built for low-income families, the parking plan would likely 
work.   
 
Anecdotally, we currently observe three to five cars parked outside each of the student 
rental homes on upper Nevada/44th St.  The overflow-cars park on the street—and 
occasionally in the street.  It should also be noted, that the students who live in rental 
homes on 44th (upper Nevada) almost without exception, drive from Nevada to the 



park-and-ride or at the bottom of the hill on Lincoln St. or directly to Western 
Washington University.  This is especially true in the dark, winter months or on stormy 
days.  Mr. Bartlett’s assertion that all students will be walking to the park-and-ride is 
simply nothing more than wishful thinking, based on no referenced survey or study.   

 
6. Site Design and Orientation:  The City requested that the structures be oriented to 

public streets.  The current proposal orients the structures north and south, rather than 
facing Consolidation.  This requirement has not been met.  Mr. Bartlett argues that 
because of the grade of the slope, other environmental issues such as wetlands, the 
only way to orient the buildings is as proposed.  My thought is that the property may 
have too many challenges to make this proposal feasible and most certainly to comply 
with the City’s request.  
 

Building Design 
 

7. Neighborhood Scale:  The City has required that CityView buildings reflect the existing 
neighborhood.  Homes in the Puget Neighborhood are basically one and two-story 
dwellings.  Mr. Bartlett erroneously contends that the homes in the neighborhood are 
from one to three stories.  He is wrong to think that that Buildings A and B are 
consistent with the homes surrounding the development.  However, even more 
troubling, is the five-and-a-half story, Building C.  As stated earlier, there is absolutely no 
similarity to this structure and the one- and two-story homes flanking the entire 
development.  This building is simply out of scale with every dwelling on this hill.  And 
quite frankly, a building twice the height of City Hall would be out of place in any 
residential neighborhood. 

 
8. Privacy:  I have touched on several issues of privacy, but would like to respond to Mr. 

Bartlett’s comments.  In his response, he states that all the trees (which are primarily 
conifers) along the very western boarder of the property will be removed and replaced 
with much shorter deciduous trees (which have no leaves at least six months per year), 
this will create far more light and noise pollution especially for homes along lower 
Nevada and Marionberry Ct., in addition to the homes along Nevada between 
Marionberry Ct. and Consolidation.  The narrow open-space slated for the western edge 
of the property will absolutely increase noise and privacy issues for the homes along 
Nevada and on lower Nevada, adjacent to Marionberry Ct., where currently there are no 
trees, just native grasses and huge mounds of blackberry vines.   
 
In spite of locating the open-space along the western border of the property, building a 
short retaining wall and fence, the result is most assuredly more noise and light from 
the second story of all those homes, there will be no sound or sight barrier to the 
development property.  This is particularly true once the leaves fall from the deciduous 
trees slated to be the “buffer/replant.” 
 



The proposed “Juliet” balconies for each apartment will absolutely create sound and 
noise throughout the neighborhood, in the warmer months.  It is observed from student 
rental homes on upper Nevada, loud music is often heard coming from those 
residences.  With 106 Juliet balconies, there will be a significant increase in noise. 

 
 

Summary 
There are a variety of reasons this application should be permanently denied:   
 

1. This is clearly not an apartment complex for low income residents.  It is nothing more 
than a dormitory, with amenities that appeal to college students.  The average cost of 
renting one of these apartments is $2700+ per month.  This cost for basic housing is far 
out of reach for low income families.  The industry standard of 1.5 parking spaces per 
apartment is unreasonable with three unrelated adults living in one unit.  This will result 
in street parking on all of Nevada, Consolidation, 44th, 43rd and 42nd streets, Blueberry 
Lane, Marionberry Ct. and Marionberry Ln. 

 
2. It is fairly was clear that the developer has completely failed or partially failed to address 

several of the areas requested by the City in the Notice of Incomplete Application, dated 
August, 10th, 2019.  Based on this alone, the application should be denied by the City.   
 

3. The noise and light pollution simply cannot be mitigated by planting primarily deciduous 
trees.  The height of the buildings, in addition to the slope of the property will 
significantly disrupt the privacy of residents and homeowners in the Puget 
Neighborhood. 
 

4. The single most important reason this application should not move forward, is the issue 
of density.  The Puget Neighborhood challenges the historical assumption the buildable 
density of 176 units for the Hawley Replat—Tract F.  While Mr. Bartlett is proud of the 
fact that he is building under that assumed unit density or 176 unity, his proposal is 
woefully over the only documented and definable density for this tract of 8.7 units per 
buildable acre, and there are several areas of this property that are unbuildable.  See 
the February 6th letter from the Puget Neighborhood’s Attorney, Mr. Buri. 

 
 

Sincerely, 
 
Linda Diebert, MEd,  
Member Puget Neighborhood Preservation, Work Group 








































































































































































